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Since the_ monumental work of Dr. Watt's Dictionary 
of Economic Products of India, completed nearly 
half a century ago, a revised volume in the' line witn 
the latest informations was long overdue. This most 
ambitious volume, the 

4 Wealth of India', a dictionary 
of Indian economic products and industrial resources) 
compiled under the auspices of the Council of Scientific 
and Industrial Research, will, therefore, be cordially 
welcomed. The book aims to cover both the resources 
of Indian raw materials and her industrial achievements- 
The first volume of the book has only been published 
now. It consists of two parts, one dealing with the 
raw materials and the other with industries and indus- 
trial products. In compilation, attempts have been 
made to collect the most recent informations on the 

subjects and to treat them in a way easily intelligibj0 
to everybody, avoiding too many details of scientific 
descriptions. However, the references quoted ^v1' 

undoubtedly help to get specialized informations. 

The part dealing with the 'raw materials' contain3 
articles beginning with A and B and is illustrated with 
32 unicoloured and 7 multicoloured plates. This part 
is mainly concerned with the articles regarding plants; 
the other topics of major importance are anima 
products and mineral resources". The subjects have a" 
been treated in alphabetical order and are well written? 
In the case of botanical subjects, the scientific names, 
their English names, if any, and the vernacular namc? 
have been provided. Botanical descriptions of genu? 
and species are not_ given while latest informations 
regarding the chemical composition, pharmacologics 
action, medicinal and other uses of the plants and 
plant products have been included. 
In the case of minerals, the occurrences have been 

listed with fuller details while the informations regard- 
ing their reserves arc lacking. Chemical composition- 
annual productions and imports are also mentioned- 
The treatise on animals and animal products JS 

exhaustive and quite informative. 
The articles in the first part of the 

' industrial 
products' are arranged in the alphabetical order of the 
commodities beginning with A and B and are illustrated 
with 8 monocoloured plates. 
This part deals with the industries of India and their 

developments. A fairly successful attempt has been 
made to depict the true picture of Indian industrial 
developments and their present status. Descriptions ot 
the principal raw materials of each industry, their 
sources of supply and the manufacturing processes 
employed in this country arc the main features of 
articles. Particulars about the imported raw materials 
and processed articles have been included under the 
manufactures or industries in which they are employed- 
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Their sources and the various ways in which they are 
used are also indicated. Informations regarding the 
cottage industries of India have also been included. 
The 'Wealth of India', Vol. I, as it is now, contains 

nil the valuable and latest informations regarding the 
articles incorporated therein and, when all the volumes 
will be published, the book will remain as an invaluable 
guide to the general readers, industrialists, economists. 
nud specially to those who seek to understand and 
develop the industries in india. When complete, it can 
?"afely be recommended as a standard encyclopsedia of 
the Indian raw materials, her industries and industrial 
products. 

J. C. G. 


